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Abstract
The number of intelligent Internet-connected devices is growing daily and will soon be in the order of tens of billions,
forming the Internet of Things (IoT). Each of these devices is pushing data to the Internet that are soon expected to reach tens
of exabytes. This rapid data growth will put an unprecedented pressure on the current Internet infrastructure and the
centralized (Cloud) data-centers (DC). Coping with this imminent, data flood requires both to enhance the processing
capabilities of the current servers but also rethinking of the way we communicate and process data across the Internet. To this
end, during the last few years, DC have increased in numbers, size and utilization. Large DCs that consist of thousands to
tens of thousands of servers are used to deliver services, such as e-mail, web search, social networking, maps etc., to billions
of users. Additionally, a new paradigm has emerged that promotes the offering of Cloud services at the Edge, closer to users.
One key ramification of these developments is an increase in the cost and energy consumption of DCs and, consequently,
there is a growing need for eﬃcient methodologies and techniques to improve a DC’s design and make more efficient its
utilization. The main goal of this thesis is to minimize the total cost of ownership (TCO) of a DC while meeting the service
level agreement of different workloads running in a DC. This requires the development of methods and models that enable
exploring the design space of a DC. In particular, we first present the results of a correlation analysis that highlight the TCO
as an optimization metric and also identifies the main parameters that affect it. We then analyze the implications of DRAM
failures and DRAM protection techniques on the TCO and determine the appropriate protection technique that provides the
most TCO savings without compromising the availability of the system. We also evaluate the possible TCO gains of an Edge
deployment compared to a Cloud one as well as of an Energy efficient Edge deployment that employs under-volting. Finally,
we propose and analyze the TCO implications of a dynamic technique that monitors performance counters and determines
when to operate a CPU in nominal or undervolted settings.
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